FEB-OCT

Nettle
Nettle

(Urtica dioica)
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The humble stinging nettle is one of the first plants we
learn about and this is down to its stinging ability. As
long as you are wearing the right protection i.e gloves,
long sleeves its very easy to harvest them and boy do
they grow! In February they can be spotted in miniature
form and by March will be a commanding presence. The
most famous dish to make with nettles is soup but you
can think of them exactly like spinach. As soon as they
are fried or boiled the sting disappears. A fibre can be
made from nettles and this has been used for making
textiles and clothing for thousands of years.
Nettle beer is also a quick and satisfying drink to brew but for adults only!
Nutrient content
Vitamins A, C and K, as well as several B vitamins. Minerals: Calcium, iron, magnesium, phosphorus, potassium
and sodium.
Herbal medicinal uses
Nettle leaf is among
the most valuable
herbal
remedies.
Because of its many
nutrients,
stinging nettle is traditionally made as a
spring tonic. It is a
slow-acting
nutritive herb that gently
cleanses the body of
metabolic wastes.

NETTLE SOUP
This is THE classic dish to make with nettles, me and mossy
always make this soup in spring. We also make a tonic from
the leaves by boiling them with a bit of sugar and letting cool.
1 tbsp olive oil , plus extra for drizzling
1 onion , chopped
1 carrot , diced
1 leek , washed and finely sliced
1 large floury potato (Maris Piper or similar), thinly sliced
1l vegetable stock
400g stinging or Dead nettles , washed, leaves picked
50g butter or dairy free spread
50ml double cream (dairy or vegan)

Method
STEP 1
Heat the oil in a large saucepan over a medium
heat. Add the onion, carrot, leek and potato, and
cook for 10 mins until the vegetables start to
soften. Add the stock and cook for a further 1015 mins until the potato is soft.
STEP 2
Add the nettle leaves, simmer for 1 min to wilt,
then blend the soup. Season to taste, then stir in
the butter and cream. Serve the soup drizzled
with extra oil and scattered with dead nettle
flowers, if you have them.

MOST OF THE YEAR

Garlic mustard (Alliaria petiolata)
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Also known as Jack-by-the-hedge and mustard root this
common wild herb has a slight similarity to the stinging
nettle but doesnt sting and bares little white flowers. It is
actually part of the cabbage family.
You can use the leaves, stem, seeds and root. It has a taste
somewhere between garlic and mustard and is a great
addition to salads, sauces and even sandwiches. Best pick
the leaves when young, they are slightly sticky to touch
A yellow dye can be made from the whole plant
Nutrient content
Fiber
Beta-carotene
Vitamin C
Zinc
Vitamin E

FEB-NOV

Dandelion (Taraxacum officinale)
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The Dandelion is one of the most common flowers, scattered
everywhere in spring with its bright yellow sun-like flowers,
which are an excellent source of pollen for the bees.. Once a
cure all for herbal medicine, it became seen as a weed (an
unwanted plant). These days its making a comeback and
used in medicine and cooking dishes. Blowing the dandelion
seed heads is such a fun thing to do.
Every part of the plant can used; the roots, leaves, stem, buds
and flowers
Dandelion and burdock is a very popular fizzy drink. Its
leaves can be used raw in salads and boiled or fried in other
dishes. The flower heads can be used to make a very delicious
country wine and the whole plant into a beer! The roots can
make an alternative to coffee (with no cafeine content).
Dandelion syrup can be made from the flowers with sugar.
Nutrient Content
Dandelion greens contain vitamins A, C, E, K, B6, beta
carotene, folate, thiamine, riboflavin, calcium, iron, potassium
and manganese.
Herbal Medicine
Dandelion
can
treat stomach and
liver
complaints,
diabetes,
heart
problems,
semis,
respirator y
a i l m e n t s ,
toothache, sore eyes
and nervousness.

FEB-OCT

Sorrel (Rumex Acetosa)
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This is one of the first edible greens in spring time and the
children of the woods are always out picking it with nettles.
Its sour and tangy taste can be likened to the skin of a green
apple, it contains the same acid as rhubarb. Its tasty in salads,
in soups and nibbled in the field when you find them!
It has a spear like shape and a good way to identify it is the
collar like bottom of the leaf by the stem.
There is another wild sorrel known as wood sorrel and this is
mostly found in the woods and looks much more like clover.
The taste is quite similar but not nearly as strong
Herbal Medicine
It also had a number of common uses such as treating wounds
like sores, bruises, boils and chickenpox. R.acetosa was
believed to be a ‘cooling’ herb and helpful for swellings and
inflammatory conditions. The plant was used to treat fevers,
skin tumours, jaundice, and internal ulcers.
Nutrients
protein
potassium
calcium,
magnesium
iron.
Vitamin A

Sorrel

Wood Sorrel

DEC-MARCH

Scarlet Elf-Cup (Sarcoscypha Coccinea)
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One of a handful of mushrooms to be found at the coldest time
of year, this mushroom brings such bright colour to the woods
at a time when it can be a bit gloomy in winter. We also call
them moss cups and fairies’ baths.
The spores are explosively ejected from the cap surface with a
fair amount of force. The mushroom actually makes a puffing
sound when the spores are released!
Growing in clusters on dead wood particularly hazel and
quite often hidden under leaf litter.
You can eat the scarlet elf -cup either raw or cooked.
Try filling one with some wild garlic pesto!
Holly and Ivy sometimes serve their drinks in elf-cups, when
the drink is finished we eat the cup!

ALL YEAR

Grey Oyster Mushroom (Pleurotus ostreatus)
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Oyster mushrooms can be white, yellow and pink. but its
the grey ones that grow all year. Found on deciduous trees
(fallen, particularly beech. It grows in large shelf-like clusters
on stumps and fallen wood. Sometimes me and mossy have to
climb part way up the tree to pick them! They have a really
meaty texture which brought out best when fried/seared
(like most fungi)
The Oyster mushroom has some amazing properties one of
which is that it is a carnivorous mushroom which traps and
ingests nematode worms to provide it with nitrogen and other
useful chemicals! Another amazing fact is that they have the
ability to clean up pollution by hydrocarbons like petrol and
oil which is really incredible as it can save the planet!
Nutrient content
The Pleurotus family contain statins which are thought to
help reduce cholesterol. As with all mushrooms they contain
large amounts of Vitamin D.

Oyster Mushroom Linguini Pasta
Oyster mushrooms are tasty in many different
dishes but my favourite is in a creamy pasta sauce.
1 (16 ounce) package linguine pasta
½ cup butter
1 pound oyster mushrooms, chopped
⅓ cup chopped fresh parsley
salt and ground black pepper to taste
⅔ cup cream (dairy or soya)
4 green onions, chopped
¼ cup Parmesan cheese

Method
Step 1
Bring a large pot of lightly salted water to a boil. Cook linguine
at a boil until tender yet firm to the bite, about 11 minutes.
Drain and transfer to a serving bowl.
Step 2
Melt butter in a large skillet over medium heat. Add
mushrooms; cook and stir until tender and lightly browned,
about 5 minutes. Stir in parsley, salt, and black pepper; cook
until flavours combine, about 1 minute. Pour in heavy cream.
Bring to a gentle boil; cook until sauce thickens slightly, about
5 minutes.
Step 3
Pour sauce over pasta in the serving bowl; toss to combine.
Add green onions and Parmesan cheese; toss until combined.

